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the first steps of the interaction between
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Abstract. The technique of time resolved small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) using a synchrotron radiation source was used
to study the structural transformations as well as the kinetic associated with the first steps of the solubilization of liposomes
induced by the anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). Neutral and electrically charged (anionic and cationic) lipo-
somes were used to investigate the effect of the electrostatic charges on these initial steps. The mechanism that induces the
solubilization process consisted in an adsorption of surfactant on the bilayers and a desorption of mixed micelles from the
liposomes surface to the aqueous medium. Regardless of the type of charge of the liposome the time needed for the desorption
of the first mixed micelles was shorter than that for the complete adsorption of the surfactant on the liposomes surface. The
present work demonstrates that the adsorption of the SDS molecules on liposomes was slower when the charges of surfactant
and lipids were the same. As for the release of mixed micelles from the surface of these liposomes, this process was slower
when the charges of surfactant and lipids were opposite.
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CMC, critical micellar concentration; PA, phosphatidic acid; PC, phosphatidylcholine; SA, steary-
lamine; SAXS, small angle X-ray scattering; SDS, sodium dodecyl sulfate; TRIS, tris(hydroximethyl)-
aminomethane.

1. Introduction

It is well known that surfactants solubilize lipid membranes that may contains ionic lipids. Thus, the
study of the charge effect on the liposome solubilization is essential to the understanding of biological
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processes in which charges are involved [1,2]. The effect of the electrostatic charge is difficult to evaluate
due to the lack of techniques with experimental timescale short enough, especially at a subsolubilizing
level of the interaction liposome–surfactant. The same problem exists in the study of the kinetics associ-
ated with this process of solubilization. Several works based on spectroscopy techniques have reported
decisive aspects of the dynamic of this process as a whole [3,4] however data about the kinetic associated
with the fast initial steps of the solubilization are lacking. Thus, the develop and application of techniques
using synchrotron radiation, which can provide high time resolution are increasingly important.

In previous papers we investigated the solubilization of liposomes by surfactants from a structural
viewpoint [5,6] that raised a number of questions about the kinetic. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
and freeze fracture electron microscopy (FFEM) techniques were performed to investigate this kinetic
aspect [7,8], and more recent papers have attempted to deep in this topic [9,10]. However, the initial steps
of solubilization were too rapid to be properly detected. In this work, we seek to describe the effect of
the electrostatic charge on the initial steps of the liposome solubilization induced by the sodium dodecyl
sulfate surfactant (SDS) from mechanistic and kinetic viewpoints. To this end, the technique of small
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) for time resolved using a stopped flow cell and synchrotron radiation was
used. This technique has demonstrated to be a very good method to study the phase behaviour of lipid–
surfactant systems and to monitor very fast biological processes [11,12]. Thus, the use of this sensitive
methodology opens up new possibilities for studying processes with very fast kinetics.

2. Materials and methods

Phosphatidylcholine (PC) was obtained from Lipoid GmbH (Ludwigshafen, Germany). The anionic
lipid phosphatidic acid (PA) and the cationic lipid stearylamine (SA) were purchased by Sigma Chemi-
cals Co. (St. Louis, MO). Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (TRIS) was obtained from Merck (Darm-
stad, Germany). TRIS buffer was prepared as 5.0 mM TRIS adjusted to pH 7.4 with HCl, containing
100 mM of NaCl. The anionic surfactant sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was obtained from Sigma Chem-
icals Co. The surface tensions of buffered solutions containing increasing amounts of SDS were measured
by the ring method using a Krüss tensiometer. The surfactant critical micelle concentration (CMC) was
determined from the abrupt change in the slope of the surface tension values versus surfactant concen-
tration [13] showing a value of 0.75 mM. Reagent grade organic solvents were purchased from Merck.
Polycarbonate membranes and membrane holders were purchased from Nucleopore (Pleasanton, CA).

2.1. Liposome preparation

A lipidic film was formed by removing the organic solvent by rotary evaporation from a chloroform
containing the lipid solution. Liposomes of a defined size (about 200 nm) were prepared by extrusion of
large vesicles (through 800–200 nm polycarbonate membranes) [14] previously obtained by hydration
of the lipidic film with TRIS buffer. Neutral liposomes were formed only by PC. In order to obtain
liposomes with anionic or cationic character a percentage of 5% (w/w) with respect to the total lipid
amount of PA and SA were added.

2.2. Stopped-flow experiments and SAXS analyses

Buffered solutions containing SDS were added to neutral, anionic or cationic liposomes (total conc.
30 mM lipid and 240 mM SDS). The interaction between the liposomes and the SDS was monitored by
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obtaining X-ray scattering curves every 1 sec for 300 sec. Based on a previous study [7,8] we assume
that the first steps of the solubilization takes place during the first minutes of interaction of liposomes
and surfactant. For this reason we limit the study of the systems to the first five minutes. The experiments
were performed on a stopped-flow cell on a Bio-Logic Stopped Flow Module (SMF), which was fully
computer-controlled. The stopped-flow portion of the apparatus comprised four pneumatically driven
feed syringes, which were thermostated using a recirculating water bath to 25.0± 0.1◦C. The solutions
were driven from these syringes through a mixing cell to a quartz capillary observation cell. The time-
resolved X-ray diffraction data were collected at the SAXS beam line at the Synchrotron radiation source
Elettra (Trieste, Italty) containing 1024 channels and 2 GeV electron storage ring. The SAXS measure-
ments were performed with a resolution of 1–140 nm in real-space, with acquisition times of 1 sec in time
resolved measurements and 100 sec for static measurements. The radiation wavelength was 1.542 Å. The
data were collected on a linear position-sensitive Gabriel detector, which enabled simultaneous detection
of the whole resolution range. The scattering intensities were plotted as a function of the scattering vector
q defined asq = (4π sinθ)/λ, in whichθ is the scattering angle andλ the wavelength. The positions of
the diffraction peaks are directly related to the repeat distance of the molecular structure, as described by
Braggs law 2d sinθ = nλ, in whichn andd are the order of the diffraction peak and the repeat distance,
respectively. In the case of a lamellar structure, the various peaks are located at equidistant positions,
thenqn = 2πn/d, qn being the position of thenth order reflection. A simulation program allow us to
attribute the diffraction peaks to the different structures presents in the study.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. SAXS experiments

Three types of unilamellar liposomes (lipid conc. 30 mM) were used: neutral (PC liposomes), anionic
(PC/PA liposomes) and cationic liposomes (PC/SA liposomes). These liposomes and pure SDS micelar
solutions (conc. 240 mM) were analyzed by SAXS. In the same way, mixtures of SDS and neutral,
anionic or cationic liposomes at the same concentrations were studied five minutes after mixing, when
the first steps of solubilization had occurred [7]. The recorded X-ray scattering patterns for the three
types of liposomes and for the SDS micellar solution are shown in Fig. 1. It may be seen one diffraction
peak on each scattering curve atq values of 0.094, 0.094 and 0.087 Å−1, for the PC, PC/PA, PC/SA
liposomes, respectively. The goodness in the fit with the simulation model led us to attribute these peaks
to lamellar phases with spacings of 67, 67 and 72 Å, which were associated with the thickness of the
bilayer of the PC, PC/PA and PC/SA liposomes, respectively. These data are in agreement with the usual
width described previously for phospholipid bilayers and specifically with the results reported by other
authors, in which diffraction techniques were used for measuring this parameter [15]. The fact that this
value was similar for the three types of liposome indicates that the electrostatic charge did not affect the
thickness of the bilayer. Figure 1 also shows the scattering curves of the SDS micellar solution, which
presents a peak located atq = 0.145 Å−1, for a spacing of 43 Å. Data obtained in previous papers about
the diameter of the SDS micelles (40 Å) and the good fit with the simulation of a spherical model allowed
us to attribute this spacing to the diameter of the pure SDS micelles [6].

A scheme summary with the different particles present in the three liposome–surfactant systems stud-
ied (PC-SDS, PC/PA-SDS, PC/SA-SDS) after the most representative incubation times is shown in the
Fig. 2 from these data different periods of time associated with the first steps of solubilization could
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Fig. 1. X-ray scattering curves for the neutral (PC), anionic (PC/PA) and cationic (PC/SA) liposomes, as well as for the pure
SDS micelles.

Fig. 2. Scheme summary showing the most representative times after mixing PC, PC/SA and PC/PA liposomes with SDS. The
three columns indicate the different particles (L: liposomes; MM: mixed micelles and PM: pure SDS micelles) present in the
three systems. The values corresponding to thetad and to thetde for the three systems are also shown in this scheme.

be established. The adsorption time (tad) was the time needed for the complete adsorption of surfactant
on the liposome surface, and the desorption time (tde) was that needed for the detach of the first mixed
micelles from the liposome surface. Thetad andtde values for the three systems are also shown in Fig. 2.
The scattering curves for the three liposome–surfactant mixtures, PC-SDS, PC/PA-SDS, PC/SA-SDS,
300 sec after mixing showed peaks atq values of 0.118, 0.118 and 0.114 Å−1, respectively (spacings of
53, 53 and 55 Å), which were associated with the diameter of the mixed micelles (Figs 3, 4 and 5).
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Fig. 3. X-ray scattering patterns for the system neutral liposome (PC) and SDS after different times of mixing, these times
represent the most relevant stages at which changes in number and position of the diffraction peaks were detected.

Fig. 4. X-ray scattering patterns for the system anionic liposome (PC/PA) and SDS after different times of mixing, these times
represent the most relevant stages at which changes in number and position of the diffraction peaks were detected.

Figure 3 plots the X-ray scattering curves for the system PC-SDS (neutral liposomes and anionic
surfactant) after different times from mixing. These times represent the most relevant stages at which
changes in the number and position of the diffraction peaks were detected. The scattering curve one sec
after mixing shows two peaks, atq values of 0.094 Å−1 (for a spacing of 67 Å) and 0.145 Å−1 (for
a spacing of 43 Å). The first peak was associated with the thickness of the bilayer and coincides with
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Fig. 5. X-ray scattering patterns for the system cationic liposome (PC/SA) and SDS after different times of mixing, these times
represent the most relevant stages at which changes in number and position of the diffraction peaks were detected.

the q value of the Fig. 1 (PC). The second peak was attributed to the diameter of pure SDS micelles,
since its position is very similar to that obtained for the pure micelles (Fig. 1, SDS). A third peak was
detected two seconds after mixing atq = 0.118 Å−1 (spacing 53 Å). We attributed this peak to the
presence of mixed micelles that were almost spherical given the good fit with the spherical model and
in accordance with the size of the mixed micelles detected by DLS in a previous work [6]. These three
peaks remained in the system until 12 sec after mixing liposomes and SDS. From this time only two
peaks were present in the spectra (Fig. 2). All through the experiment the relative intensity of the peak
for the spacing of 67 Å (liposome) decreased with time whereas that of 53 Å (mixed micelles) increased
indicating the solubilization of the liposomes by mixed micelles formation. The time needed for the
complete adsorption of surfactant on the liposome surface (tad) was 12 sec given that around this period
of time the peak for the pure micelles tended to disappear (Fig. 2). The peak associated with the mixed
micelles was detected from 2 sec after mixing. As a consequence, we consider this time as that needed for
the first mixed micelles starting to desorpt (tde, Fig. 2). Figure 4 plots the scattering curves for different
times after mixing PC/PA liposomes and SDS (anionic liposome and anionic surfactant). It can be seen
that until 30 sec three peaks were observed in the spectra corresponding to the thickness of liposome
bilayer atq = 0.094 Å−1 (spacing 67 Å), to the pure SDS micelles atq = 0.145 Å−1 (spacing 43 Å)
and to the mixed micelles atq = 0.118 Å−1 (spacing 53 Å). From 31 sec until the end of the experiment
(300 sec) only two peaks were present, those associated with the liposome bilayer and with the mixed
micelle diameter. Thus, it is interesting to note that thetad was in this case 30 sec (Fig. 2). The mixed
micelles were detected from the first second, that is, thetde was lesser than 1 sec (Fig. 2). As in the case
of the neutral liposome (Fig. 3), the intensity of the peak corresponding to the thickness of liposome
decreased in intensity through the experiment indicating the progressive solubilization of the bilayer by
action of the SDS. Regarding to the experiments performed with the cationic liposomes and the SDS
(system PC/SA-SDS) the different scattering curves are depicted in Fig. 5. Here, it can be seen that for
times lower than 10 sec only two peaks were detected in the scattering curves, those associated with
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the liposome (q = 0.087 Å−1, spacing 72 Å) and with the pure surfactant micelles (q = 0.145 Å−1,
spacing 43 Å). X-ray scattering data collected at times above 10 sec showed also two peaks, that for the
liposomes and that corresponding to the mixed micelles (q = 0.1184 Å−1, spacing 55 Å−1). Thus, all
these data indicate that, for this system, both thetad and thetde were 10 sec (Fig. 2).

These results indicate that although thetad and thetde were different depending on the charges present
in each system, the mechanism involved in the saturation of vesicles by SDS was similar in all cases. This
mechanism consists in a surfactant adsorption on the liposome surface and a mixed micelles desorption
from the liposome surface to the medium. Although it is reasonable to think that the adsorption process
is previous to the desorption one, thetad andtde values indicate that these processes were simultaneous at
least for the system PC/PA-SDS and in a minor degree for the PC-SDS system (tde < tad). The PC/SA-
SDS system was the only that required a complete adsorption of the SDS molecules on the liposomes for
starting the desorption process (tde = tad).

It is interesting to note that bothtad andtde depended on the electrostatic charge of the species involved
in the systems, that is, the electrostatic charge associated with the surfactant and with the lipids. Thus, our
results indicate that the shortesttad corresponds to the system composed by PC/SA liposomes and SDS.
In other words, the adsorption process is faster when the electrostatic charges of the lipid and surfactant
are opposite. In connection with this, for the system PC/PA-SDS (lipid and surfactant with the same type
of charge) the process of surfactant adsorption resulted the slowest (tad = 30 sec). As regards to the
system in which neutral lipids were used to form the liposomes, thetad showed an intermediate value
(12 sec). These results indicate an important role of the electrostatic charge on the kinetic of surfactant
adsorption. In agreement with this, similar results were found by other authors in different processes also
related to the adsorption of molecules on ionic liposomes [16]. Concerning to the desorption of the mixed
micelles from the liposome surface it may be seen that, regardless of the electrostatic charges, the desorp-
tion process was generally faster than the adsorption one, i.e.,tde � tad. This fact could be related to the
hermodynamic associated with the liposome solubilization. In this sense other authors described a strong
dependence of the thermodynamic on processes involving lipid/surfactant mixtures [17]. As regards to
the effect of the electrostatic charges on the desorption of mixed micelles from the liposome surface, the
scheme of Fig. 2 shows that this process is faster when the liposomes and the surfactant have the same
type of charge (negative charge). However for the mixtures in which the surfactant and the lipids are op-
positely charged the desorption process became slower. For the system with neutral liposomes (formed
by PC-SDS) thetde was more similar to that with equally charged species (PC/PA-SDS) than to that with
oppositely charged species (PC/SA-SDS). Thus, we can assume that the presence of opposite charges
slows down the process of mixed micelle desorption. The findings reported in the present work underline
the importance of the electrostatic charge on the kinetics of the first steps of liposome solubilization by
surfactants, i.e., of surfactant adsorption and mixed micelle desorption processes.
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